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Abstract

Civil engineers are actually interested by non destructive methods that give pertinent informations about
the health state of concrete structures. It is known that wicked cracked concretes may self-heal. This
chemical and mechanical intern process may improves the durability of these structures and material
specialists are currently working to better understand and favor this mechanism. As a consequence there
is a need to monitor nondestructively the self-healing process. In order to evaluate this state, acoustic
methods are good candidates as they are known to provide informations about the mechanical properties
of media like concretes and to be sensitive to damage like cracks. In this work we use a technique based on
the interferometry of coda waves by adding a nonlinear acoustic modulation pump. With the observables
extracted from this method, we are able to quantify the size of small closed cracks. As the healing is
equivalent to a reduction of crack size, the decreasing in nonlinear properties shows the macroscopic state
of the healing. To prove it, we performed our technique on cracked samples immersed during different
times in water. With the obtained results the time resolved dynamics of nonlinear acoustic coefficients of
the autogenic healing is shown. Our results are also confirmed by a parallel 3D microscope observation
of the cracks. The interpretations of results makes possible a prospect use on real concrete structures
subjected to environmental conditions like heat and humidity.
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1 General concepts

1.1 Coda Wave Interferometry (CWI)

First used by the seismologists, the coda waves were originally observed in seismograms [1]. The term of
coda corresponds to the late part (the queue of the signal, shown on Fig.1(a)) of a recorded signal. If at
the first observation the signal looks like a noisy random signal, the informations are very relevant of the
physical caracteristics of waves propagation in the medium. It had been prouved that the codas are very
repeatable [2] in the case of an unchanging physical properties of a material sample. However if a change
in the external conditioning of the sample like temperarure or external strain, the shape of the coda will be
affected on two observales : the phase velocity and the amplitude[3, 4, 5]. The coda wave interferometry
(CWI)[6] is the technics to analyse the difference between two codas by using signal processing methods
like correlation. This technics also allows to observe more than external conditioning. If the external
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conditionning stay unchanged or is controlled and biased, so changes in the coda let suggere a small
change in the internal structure of the sample like opened or closed cracks (Fig.1(a)). The coda waves
analysis is therefore interesting for health monitoring in multi-scattering media like concrete structures.
If there has a change in the medium, the velocity of waves has been modified and can be observed as
a dilatation/compression of the waves. To characterize this changing, two methods exist: doublet and
stretching, both give two observables: the velocity variation ε = δv/v and the de-correlation coefficient
Kd = 1 − CC (ε), where CC is the correlation coefficient [7] between the two signals defined for the
stretching method as

CC (α) =

∫ t2

t1

ui [t (1− α)]up [t] dt

√

∫ t2

t1

ui
2 [t (1− α)] dt

∫ t2

t1

up
2 [t] dt

. (1)

The stretching technics consists in performing a calculus of the correlation coefficent on a time fixed
window between the perturbated signal and the stretched initial signal. By calculing this coefficient
between −εtest and εtest, The final value ε is obtained when the CC is maximum. Kd is equal to the
value of this maximum. However to characterize damages, it needs to record a coda when the material
is healthy and the CWI is then limited to the acousto-elasticity effect and the observation of opened
cracks. To observe damages at any time and to characterize closed cracks, the nonlinear methods appear
as a good solution.
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Figure 1: (a) Acoustic pulse response and closer view (CODA). (b) Experiemental setup of this work.

1.2 Nonlinear Modulation of Coda Wave Interferometry (NLMCWI)

Nonlinear acoustic methods are often used for the detection and the characterisation of cracks in materials
[8]. Most of the methods is based on the increasing in the amplitude of the source transducer Other
methods , already known by the community [9, 10, 11], use the increasing the amplitude of an additional
acoustic modulation over an emitter-receiver couple (Fig. 1(b)). Then the “stretching” is calculated
between the coda whitout modulation and the coda for each step level. The increasing or the decreasing
of ε and Kd as a function of the modulation level (Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)) shows that is damaged. Two
nonlinear observables are extracted with a quadratic fit of the response (Fig. 2(d)):

αε ∝ uac (2)

and
αKd ∝ uac, (3)

where αε and αε are the two nonlinear observables and uac is acoustic displacement of the pump (the
modulation source). Previous works [12, 13] have shown that an increasing of the nonlinearities shows
an increasing on the size of closed micro-cracks. To the opposite, a decreasing of the nonlinearities give
informations about the closing or the healing of cracks.
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Figure 2: Nonlinear response of the sample for three states of damage: (a) velocity variation as a
fucntion of the measurement number, (b) de-correlation coefficient as a function of the measurement
number, (c) pump amplitude as a function of the measurement number, (d) quadratic dependance of the
de-correlation coefficient as a function of the pump amplitude.

2 Experimental set-up

In this study, we performed measurements on severals mortar samples whose the composition is presented
in Table 1. The dimensions of the samples are 28 × 7 × 7 cm. Two series have been made for our

Table 1: Composition of the mortar samples
Component Quantity

W/C 0.35
Sand (0/2) 1350 g
Portland Ciment (CEM II) 450 g
Water 155 g
Super Plastifiant (ChrysoFluid Optima 206) 8 g

experiments: S − 1 and S − 2, the date of the building between them is 14 days. All the samples
are cracked using a crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) process. The shape of the cracks is
triangular and the witdh of the base is around 50µm The healing process is started three days after the
manufacturing of S − 1 and 18 days for S − 2. Futhermore each sample is doubled : one is used on
CWI experiements while the other is observed with a 3-D microscope. For the NLMCWI, each sample
is equipped with an ultrasonic emitter and a ultrasonic receiver. The modulation pump is performed
with a low-frequency piezzo transducer (Fig. 1(b)). The coda is generated by the multiple travels of the
waves from a chirp (fl = 200kHz to fh = 800kHz) sent by the emitter. The pump sends also a chirp
but in a lower frequency range (f = 10kHz to f = 50kHz), the amplitude of the pump is increased step
by step (Fig. 2(c)). For each pump level, the stretching method is applied on the signals, that allow
to plot the nonlinear response of the sample (Fig. 2(a)(b)). To show how the healing can be observed
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with the NLCWI, we performed an experimental procedure described as following. Before cracking, the
response to the nonlinear modulation of each sample is recorded and a quadratic fit give the nonlinear
observables. As the samples are healthy, the nonlinearities are almost null. After cracking, the same
procedure is done to obtain the level of nonlinearies before healing. Then each sample is immersed in
water during a time well defined for each sample (1, 3 or 7 days). Finaly, after a few time of relaxation,
the nonlinearities are measured again.

3 Results

In this part the results are presented after several signal processings of the data. Only the results on
the nonlinear de-correlation coeffcient αKd are presented and interpreted. Although the cracking with
the CMOD process is quite reproductible, the nonlinearities can fluctuate from a sample to another. To
regularize it, a normalization by the level of nonlinearities of the initial cracked is done for each sample.
To follow the evolution of the healing, all the data of the measurement campaign are averaged for each
sample (one sample corresponded to one date of built and one time of water immersion). The results are
presented as the evolution of the normalized nonlinear de-correlation αKd as a function of the time spent
in water (Fig. 3). The self-healing is observalble by the large decreasing of the nonlinearities (from 1 to
almost zero). That confirms that our method can distinct dimensions of micro-cracks and also monitor
the healing. The healing is also confirmed by the 3-D microscope observations shown on Fig. 4. Another
observation is done: the healing dynamic of the younger sample is faster.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the nonlinearities as a fucntion of the time spent in water.

4 Conclusions

In this work, the quasi-monitoring of the self healing in cementitious media is observated by nonlinear
modulation of the coda wave. Opposite to the linear CWI, which needs a heelthy reference, NLMCWI
can be started at any time after probable damages. As the nonlinearies are able to distinct the different
sizes of micro-cracks, they also show the healing dynamics. The measurments done in labotary have
shown that the nonlinearities decrease with state of the healing. This involves that the method could
be implemented on real damaged structures and follow in time if an healing, and so a repairement, is in
progress.
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Figure 4: 3-D microscope observations of a crack: (a.) cracked, just after CMOD process, (b.) healed,
after immersion in water during seven days.
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